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Abstract—The changes taking place in recent decades in the humanitarian
sphere of the life of Russian society are manifested in the increased attention to
problems of social integration of people with disabilities. The social state policy
concerning such people is increasingly focused on creating equal opportunities
so as to participate in the life of society and get involved in socially useful activities. One of the most important aspects of equal opportunities for the visually impaired is ensuring the access to information and opportunity to participate
in public information exchange. The process of society informatization makes
the solution of these problems even more urgent. In this regard, the wide distribution of digital electronic resources is of particular importance, taking into account the requirements for the visually impaired and computer technology. In
the given research there substantiated possibilities of using digital educational
resources, computer typhlotechnologies when interacting with the information
public. Such results can be implemented in the organization of both academic
and corporate education. The developed approaches can be used by various
groups of developers to create their own digital educational environment.
Keywords—information exchange, digital electronic resource, digital educational environment, computer tiflotechnology, the visually impaired, professional education.

1

Introduction

Information systems in education began to be used in the middle of the 20th century and have evolved from simple educational applications and information sites to
complex software systems. Despite the demand for information systems in education,
several publications indicate a lack of flexibility in their work since information educational environment (IEE) forces their users to work according to predefined processes with fixed data formats which reduce the degree of individualization and variability of approaches to training organization [33]. This entails a decrease in the number of users of these systems and the reluctance of participants in the educational
process to switch to them.
The solution to the problem of ensuring the required flexibility of the new generation of IEE is the use of digital educational environment, systems, and tools that con-
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tribute to improving the efficiency and quality of education, individualization, personalization, and adaptability of learning, self-realization of all participants in the
educational process [5], [34]. Digital educational environment implements user modeling – the presentation in a form that reflects his current state in terms of the environment (the general level of competence, the status of training, etc.). It includes tools
for managing knowledge, education in general as well as tools for collecting and
analyzing data; it analyzes the needs of the student, proposing scenarios for his further
development.
In the context of global informatization of society, the quality of life and social status of an individual is largely determined by the possibility of active participation in
public information exchange – prompt access to the necessary information, it’s processing and presenting the results of their information activities. For the visually impaired the participation in the process of public information exchange is complicated
by the mismatch of their perception capabilities and the established social practice,
focused mainly on visual forms of information presentation [30]. Traditional ways of
access to information resources by the visually impaired based on an alternative material representation (the sound on magnetic media or relief-point on paper in Braille)
require significant time and material costs and it cannot provide adequate information
needs to the modern level of development of society in various spheres of human
activity (educational, professional, etc.).
In 1993, the UN General Assembly adopted the “Standard Rules for the Equalization of Opportunities for People with Disabilities”, which implies serious moral, political, and economic obligations of states towards people with disabilities.
As one of the most effective means of ensuring the participation of the visually impaired in public information exchange can be computer typhlotechnologies which
with special hardware and software make the use of general-purpose computer
equipment and most standard user capabilities available to the blind and visually
impaired. As a result, people with visual impairment receive an effective tool for free
independent access to public information resources. The massive distribution and
significant reduction in the cost of computer technology make the use of computer
technology even more relevant. A necessary condition for success of the educational
and further professional activity of the blind and visually impaired is the possibility of
free operational information exchange, and, consequently, the development of computer technology as a tool for its provision.
Thus, currently the process of typhoid computerization acquires high social significance as one of the most important factors in the social integration of people with
visual impairment.

2

Methods

The general problems of integration of people with disabilities into society are considered in the works of different social scientists and psychologists [1], [6-13], [1618], [20-24], [29]. Much attention is paid to problems generated not by specific restrictions on life, but by special socio-cultural status of the disabled. The psychophys-
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iological and cognitive characteristics of the blind and visually impaired, mechanisms
of compensation for visual defects are revealed in the works of [3-5], [15], [31-32].
Among the most significant works devoted to social adaptation, organization of rehabilitation work, and integration into the modern society of visually impaired people, it
is necessary to note the works of typhlo educators [2], [23].
Scientists all over the world are actively engaged in theoretical and applied research on possibilities and conditions of using computer technologies as a tool for
improving the system of special education. Scientists developed conceptual ideas in
the field of philosophy of computerization of special education. It is shown that the
defectological meaning of the use of computer technologies consists in the development of new “workarounds” of education as well as in the creation of computermediated pedagogical technologies [11], [25-28].
The problem of providing access to information for visually impaired people is traditionally solved by library services. The beginning of the scientific development of
the problems of information services for the blind and visually impaired through libraries was laid in the 1960s. A great contribution to the theoretical understanding of
this problem was made by K. A. Kuzoro and A. A. Lyapkova, M. V. Nazarov [14],
[19]. A study of the needs of readers in the use of digital educational resourcesinformation resources typhlo. In this regard, a survey was conducted among the visually impaired (mainly students and specialists). All participants highly appreciated the
importance of computer technologies and electronic information for the educational,
labor and cultural development of the blind. As a result of the study, the authors came
to the conclusion that ensuring equal opportunities for the visually impaired is a fundamental principle of library service, and also analyzed the conditions for its implementation in library practice.
The problems of the development and implementation of modern digital centers,
typhlo informational technologies occupy one of the central places at all scientific and
practical conferences: “The role of computer technologies in the intellectual work of
the blind. Prospects for development and application” (N. Novgorod), “Professional
education of visually impaired people: problems, experience, prospects” (Moscow),
etc.
The following methods were used to implement the goals and objectives of this
study: data analysis methods (the retrospective analysis of scientific literature, content
analysis of periodicals and materials of scientific and practical conferences on the
research problem), methods of mathematical statistics; empirical methods (observation); diagnostic methods (interview, questionnaire).

3

Results and Discussions

The activity of visually impaired people in the computer field is proved by quite
numerous Internet resources developed and maintained by them, including several
working mail forums devoted to various problems of visually impaired people.
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The given article touches upon the ways of using computer technologies adapted
for visually impaired people to provide them with the opportunity to interact with the
information environment of society effectively.
The first approach to providing access to computer equipment for visually impaired people is to create a special computer for them, which has built-in means that
provide speech, information output and special software developed with non-visual
access. The main disadvantage of this approach is the non-standard equipment and
programs, which generate high prices and difficulties in operation.
Currently, the integrated form of computer hardware is used mainly in creating
various portable computer devices for the impaired, but they have not become widespread in Russia yet.
Another the most promising and widespread approach is in additional hardware
and software for bump-point and sound output to compensate for the visually impaired when working with an ordinary personal computer and general-purpose programs (MS Word, Internet Explorer, etc.). As a result, the blind and visually impaired
receive user experiences that are largely similar to those of users with normal vision
[30].
The special device called the Braille display is used for raised dots of computer information. This is a line, usually containing from twenty to eighty modules, on which
computer information is displayed. Conventionally, work with the Braille display can
be represented as follows: a blind person “sees” a computer screen through a small
window and, by moving it, gets sequential access to screen information.
At the present stage of development of computer technologies software speech
synthesizers are used for voice output which convert textual computer information
into acoustic signals recognized by the listener as speech. The development of software speech synthesis allowed people with impaired vision to use a computer without
the use of additional specialized hardware and thereby ensured the massive availability and distribution of computer technologies for blind users.
The most effective conditions for a blind user to work on a computer is created by
the joint use of a speech synthesizer and the Braille display. However, the high cost of
Braille displays significantly reduces their usability. Many blind people work on a
computer, using only the means of speech output, and even in this case, the computer
becomes an effective tool for ensuring information exchange between the blind and
the surrounding society.
The main tool for a blind user to control a computer is a regular keyboard. Practice
has shown that if visual impairment is not accompanied by additional disorders of the
motor system, mastering the keyboard does not cause great difficulties, and mastering
the ten-finger touch typing method can significantly increase the speed of work.
The main features of the workflow of a blind user are determined by the information model of the operating situation. The operating situation in visual access is
modeled through an image on the screen that provides the user with an entire view of
the system state (running applications, current operating mode of the active application, etc.). The user’s interaction with the working environment is organized by means
of visible elements (menus, buttons, etc.), which are also displayed on the screen and
provide the corresponding functions with the mouse.
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In terms of non-visual access, the information model of the operating situation
does not have a material carrier. It is synthesized by a blind user’s mind on the basis
of a series of sequential messages displayed on a Braille display or a speech synthesizer. At the same time, to provide an idea of the workflow state and the ability to
manage it a special organization of the information flow is needed, including recoding
and highlighting the most significant part of information. This task is handled by a
screen reader. In addition, the blind cannot use a mouse; they must control the computer using keyboard commands.
The study developed a set of knowledge and skills that increase its efficiency based
on the analysis of the workflow without visual control (detailed algorithmic study of
ways to perform the required practical actions on a computer, mastery of working
with standard controls via a keyboard, etc.).
Computer hardware technologies also include means that make it possible to use
the residual vision of the visually impaired to access computer information effectively. These are various software tools for enlarging the screen image and increasing its
contrast.
Thus, specialized digital educational resources, computer tiflotechnologies are effective means of ensuring the participation of the visually impaired in public information exchange. Their use expands possibilities of educational and professional
activities of the blind and visually impaired and contributes to their integration into
modern society. In addition to common goals for the entire process of computerization, typhoid computerization has an additional compensatory load, i.e. leveling difficulties caused by visual impairment in the field of public information exchange and
thereby providing the visually impaired with real opportunities to participate in various types and forms of socio-cultural life (including education and professional activity) equally with the rest of society. This determines the significance of typhlocomputerization as a factor of social integration of the visually impaired.

4

Summary

The competent use of the means of access to a computer provides the blind and
visually impaired with user capabilities that do not fundamentally differ from those of
users with normal vision (except for working with graphical non-textual information).
The main source of peculiarities and difficulties of the workflow is the need to build a
general idea of its state based on sequential local information messages. Overcoming
specific difficulties and increasing the efficiency of the work of the visually impaired
is facilitated by the development of the set of special knowledge and skills proposed
in this work.
The survey of the visually impaired was conducted in the Tatar regional organization of the Russian Society of the Blind in Naberezhnye Chelny city to study the situation in the field of application of specialized programs, such as typhoid computerization. It is estimated that computer users make up about 10% of people with this type
of disability of working age. They use a computer in educational, labor, and social
activities and note as the main results of typhoid computerization: broadening their
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horizons (81.8% of respondents), facilitating access to information of an educational
or professional nature (74.2%), promptness of obtaining information (72, 7%), an
increase in confidence in their capabilities (68.2%).
It is significant that among the blind and visually impaired (age 16-18), more than
half consider themselves to be computer users. Everyone without exception is planning to use a computer in the future.
73.9% of the respondents consider the use of computer typhlotechnologies, digital
educational resources useful for all people with visual impairment, which indicates
understanding the significance of the typhlocomputing process.
The majority of the respondents (95.8%) consider it useful to create specialized
computer centers or programs for the visually impaired people, expecting to receive
advice and technical support there as well as access to expensive technical equipment.
Among reasons why they do not use computer equipment, the respondents most often cite the lack of computer equipment availability (35.8%). Secondly, the lack of
necessary knowledge and skills (26.4%). The need for computer training is also expressed by the majority of blind and visually impaired users.
The results of the study demonstrated the demand for typhoid computerization by
the visually impaired, a high subjective assessment of the effectiveness of the use of
computer typhoid technologies, digital educational resources as well as the need for
educational, methodological and technical support of this process.
The use of computer technology, contributing to the versatile personal development of the blind and visually impaired and expanding possibilities of their full participation in various spheres of social and cultural life creates favorable conditions for
the social integration of the visually impaired.

5

Conclusion

The qualified use of specialized digital educational resources, computer typhlotechnologies provides the visually impaired with new opportunities: access to information on electronic media, including information resources on the Internet; access
to flat-print texts (by scanning and recognition); transformation of electronic information into an accessible and convenient material form of presentation (printing text
in relief-point or enlarged font); independent preparation of various documents on a
computer (study papers, reports, etc.); the use of modern generally accepted software
tools for working with information (information retrieval systems, databases, etc.).
Thus, the competent use of computer hardware technologies to a significant extent
compensates for the lack of vision in the field of public information exchange: it provides opportunities for activities, it increases the accessibility of the public information environment, it is a universal means for transforming the forms of information
presentation, and, as a result, it expands the possibilities of educational, professional
and social activities of the visually impaired and promotes their true integration into
modern society.
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